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a b s t r a c t

The Dual Model Logic (DML) family, which was recently introduced by our group for sub-threshold
operation, provides an alternative design methodology to the existing low power digital design
techniques. DML gates allow switching between static and dynamic modes of operation on-the-fly
according to system requirements, presenting better tradeoff between Energy consumption and
performance. In static mode, low voltage DML gates achieve very low Energy consumption with
moderate performance, while in dynamic mode they achieve high performance, albeit with higher
Energy consumption. In this paper we analyze DML gates operation in the sub- and near-threshold
regions by employing a recently proposed transregional model for low supply voltages. The sizing
methodology of low voltage DML is discussed and classical Logical Effort parameters are calculated for
the 40 nm DML basic gates. The design example of a DML full adder, implemented in a 40 nm low power
standard CMOS technology, is shown to compare the proposed method with its CMOS and Domino
counterparts. Monte Carlo simulations are shown to demonstrate the DML immunity to process
variations.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The progress achieved in recent years in portable devices, their
ever increasing popularity, and the fact that battery technology
cannot keep up the pace, motivates researchers to explore the
fields of low power design [1]. Recently, low voltage digital circuit
design has become a very promising method for ultra-low power
applications [2–4]. Usually, the circuits operate in the sub-
threshold (ST) and/or near-threshold (NT) regions, operating from
a supply voltage (VDD) that is close to or even less than the
threshold voltages of the transistors. This aggressive reduction of
supply voltage leads to significant savings both in dynamic and
static power. Unfortunately, low voltage circuits suffer from
increased sensitivity to process variations and device mismatch
[5]. Extensive research has been conducted to overcome these
sensitivities and to allow the ability to work under voltage regimes
such as adaptive body bias, or dynamic voltage scaling for adaptive
power applications [9–12].

CMOS has been known for a few decades as the most efficient
VLSI design methodology. CMOS gates are very robust, achieve rail
to rail logic levels, strong on and off states, and until recent
processes they also featured very low static power consumption.
Unsurprisingly, CMOS logic has also become the most common
design logic family used for low voltage operation. It was shown
ll rights reserved.
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that in many cases it achieves a more robust operation than its
Pass Transistor Logic (PTL) and Dynamic Logic counterparts.
However, it is also known that the delay of low voltage CMOS
has been significantly degraded, making ST and NT CMOS designs
unpractical for many applications.

Low voltage dynamic logic, such as Domino logic was proposed
as an alternative to low voltage CMOS designs to achieve better
performance [8]. However, due to known problems of dynamic
gates such as charge sharing, susceptibility to glitches and to
crosstalk noise, and sensitivity to process variations in nanoscaled
technologies have prevented utilization of Domino logic in low
voltage designs.

Recently, we have proposed sub-threshold Dual Mode Logic
(DML) to allow both ultra-low power dissipation and high perfor-
mance under low voltage operation [20]. In fact, the DML gates
present the advantages of both CMOS and dynamic gates, allowing
operation in both static and dynamic modes. This allows these
gates to achieve ultra-low power dissipation while operating in
the static mode, and high performance during the dynamic
operation. It was shown, by both simulations and measurements
of an 80 nm test chip, that DML gates are fully functional at supply
voltages as low as 300 mV. We have also shown that chains of sub-
threshold basic DML NAND/NOR gates achieved an improvement
in speed of up to 10� in the dynamic mode compared to a
standard CMOS, while dissipating only 150% more power. In the
static mode, an 80% reduction of power dissipation was presented,
compared to a basic Domino, at the expense of a magnitude
decrement in performance. The switching between the modes is
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very easy and can be performed on-the-fly, making the DML ideal
for computing platforms where flexible workload is required. And
most importantly, the implementation of DML designs is very
simple and intuitive.

In this paper we show that the DML nanoscaled designs are
functional and robust both in the ST and NT regions. This is
achieved by analysis of the DML gates sizing methodology and
Logical Effort using the transregional model [15]. The efficiency of
the DML method is presented through implementation of a DML
full adder (FA) in low power 40 nm technology and its comparison
to equivalent CMOS and Domino FAs. For example, we show that
when operated in dynamic mode and compared to its CMOS
counterpart, the DML adder shows an average improvement of
47% in speed. Switching from the DML Static to its Dynamic mode
achieves an average improvement of 300% in speed. When
operated in static mode and compared to its Domino counterpart,
it achieves a 50% energy reduction. Dynamic DML consumes 30%
less Energy, while increasing the delay by 15–20%, compared to its
Dynamic counterpart. Energy consumption of the DML static mode
allows reduction of energy consumption and lower minimum
energy point (MEP), as compared to conventional CMOS operation.
These metrics present the flexibility of the DML family to achieve
high-performance or low-power operation, according to time-
dependent system requirements.

The rest of this paper is composed as follows: Section 2
overviews the basic DML logic gate and method of operation.
In Section 3 we analyze sizing of low voltage DML gates using the
transregional model and calculate the Logical Effort parameters.
A comparison of 40 nm DML FAs performance with CMOS and
Domino counterparts is shown in Section 4. Section 5 concludes
this paper.
Fig. 1. The proposed basic DML gate topologies: (a) type A un- footed
2. DML logic – principle of operation

The structure of the basic DML gate, shown in Fig. 1, is very
simple: it consists of a conventional CMOS gate with an additional
pre\dis-charge transistor to allow dynamic operation. During static
operation, this transistor is disabled and the DML gate operates
similar to a standard CMOS gate. As in other dynamic families,
DML gates can be designed with or without a footer. Fig. 1 shows
all possible DML configurations; type A with pre-charge operation
and type B with dis-charge operation. The footer is used to
decrease pre-charge time by eliminating the ripple effect of the
data advancing through the cascade and allowing faster pre-
charge. Switching the DML gate to operate in CMOS-like (i.e. static
mode) operation is fairly intuitive: the global Clk should be fixed
high for Type A topology and constant low for Type B topology.
As a result, the gate attains a similar topology to CMOS, except for
the extra parasitic capacitance, which is usually negligible. The
procedure of creating a DML node based on a CMOS gate is also
very simple: “gluing” an additional transistor for the pre-charge
phase, and, in the case of a footed gate, adding an additional nMOS
transistor as a footer in Type A gates and a pMOS transistor as a
header in Type B gates.

In addition to the unique capability to switch between different
modes of operation, DML nodes which are operating in dynamic
mode have a number of salient advantages over conventional
dynamic nodes, due to DML transistors sizing and topology, as
discussed in the rest of this paper.

In this paper, the DML gates were optimized to improve speed
in dynamic mode, while still maintaining very low minimum
energy point during static operation. As will be seen, this way,
the DML gates will be still preferable for minimum energy
, (b) type B un-footed, (c) Type A footed, and (d) Type B footed.
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operation, as compared to their CMOS counterparts, while sig-
nificantly improving the performance in the dynamic mode. Since
the performance in the dynamic mode is mainly determined by
the evaluation speed, the evaluation is preferred to be performed
through the network of parallel transistors and minimal sized
transistors are utilized in the active self-restore network. This
allows capacitance reduction at the gate output, especially for the
gates with large fan-in. The strength of the evaluation network is
set to be equivalent to one minimal sized NMOS transistor,
similarly to a standard CMOS methodology. It should be noted
that all gates can be designed as either “Type A” or “Type B”,
ignoring the optimization guidelines mentioned above. The opti-
mal design methodology when designing with DML gates is to
consequently connect “Type A” and “Type B” gates, exactly as in
np-CMOS gates. Even though this design methodology will allow
maximum performance, minimizing of area and power efficiency,
it is also possible to connect gates of the same type by using an
inverter, buffering between them, in a similar way to how it is
done in Domino logic. Connecting gates of the same type without
inverters is also possible when a footer/header is used at each
stage; however, this structure will cause glitching after pre-charge
ends and until the evaluation data ripples through the chain.
These are standard problems when designing with dynamic gates
[17]; however, in contrast to the standard dynamic logic, DML‘s
inherent keeper helps to recover the logical value.

Low voltage logic has not been widely used yet, mainly due to
significant degradation in performance. Domino low voltage logic
was introduced as a possible solution [8]; however, it has not been
in use due to high sensitivity to process variations. Moreover, with
process scaling, dynamic logic is being abandoned even in the
super-threshold regime, due to very low yield and logic failures.
The main issues and drawbacks of low voltage dynamic logic are
elegantly solved or avoided when using DML. Charge leakage and
charge sharing are not issues in DML, since the complementary
part acts as a keeper and restores the logical level, without the
need for a high power consuming bleeder or an area and power
consuming keeper. The ability to properly restore the logical levels
also prevents the back gate coupling issue. In the following
section, we will optimize the DML gates, and derive the required
transistor sizes.
3. Logical effort parameters calculations for low
voltage DML gates

The optimization space of DML gates, similar to the majority of
VLSI designs, is composed of area, power and speed. Since ST and
NT designs suffer from reduced performance, in this paper we
target the DML gate optimization for speed. To optimize the
performance of DML gates, we will use the Logical Effort (LE)
technique to evaluate the delay [13]. LE is a simple and efficient
way to estimate and optimize the delay of digital circuits. Accord-
ing to the LE technique, the gate delay (d) can be expressed as a
sum of the stage effort (f) and the parasitic capacitance (p), as
noted in the following equation:

d¼ f þ p ð1Þ
where f¼g∙h∙b; g is the logical effort of the stage; h is the electrical
effort; and b is the branching effort.

In order to use LE, we will need to evaluate the logical effort (g)
of the gate, which is defined as the ratio of the input capacitance of
the gate to that of an inverter, assuming that both gates drive the
same current. g is an intrinsic property of the gate and is constant.
In order to evaluate g we need to set the transistor widths, so the
DML gate can deliver the same amount of output current as an
inverter. Section 3.1 presents the chosen transregional current
model for low voltage operation, i.e. ST and NT regions. This model
is used to evaluate the stacked transistors fitting parameters to
achieve the same current as driven by a single transistor. DML
sizing architecture is presented in Section 3.2 based on the fitting
parameters derived in Section 3.1. Logical effort parameters are
calculated in Section 3.3.

3.1. Modeling ion using the transregional model

In 2006, Keane et al. [14] offered a sub-threshold Logical Effort
(LE) framework, yielding unconventional device sizing. We would
like to apply this observation to DML gates, and extend its
application to also include the NT region, and to comply with
state-of-the-art nanoscale processes. Since characteristics of MOS
transistors operating in the ST and NT regions are substantially
different from transistors operating in strong inversion, we use the
transregional model, recently developed by Harris et al. [15]. This
model is especially suited to fit the ST and NT regions. According to
the model, the on-current (Ion) of the transistor is modeled by the
following equation:

Ion ¼ I0WeVDT−αV2
DT =nvT ð2Þ

where VDT is an abbreviation for VDD−VT; α and n are empirical
fitting parameters; and vT is the thermal voltage. The model
parameters were derived by curve-fitting Specter simulations for
the chosen low power 40 nm technology. Ion is a function of VDT;
and therefore changes in VT caused by process variations or body
biasing do not require re-fitting of I0, α and n. VDD was swept to
extract the model parameters for (2), as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this
figure, the simulation results are plotted versus the calculated
model. The model must be accurate in the functional ST and NT
regions, in order to be used to derive the required transistor
widths. Indeed, throughout the entire range, from the functional
sub-threshold region (VDD40.25 V) to the NT vicinity, the least
square error fit has an average error of less than 1% and a
maximum error of 9%.

In order to prove that the transregional model is not only
suitable for modeling a single transistor, it was also examined for a
stack of two and three transistors. Fig. 2(b) and (c) clearly shows
that the model fits accurately for the operational regions, exhibit-
ing an average least square fit error of 3% and a maximal error of
14%. Modeling of stacks of several transistors will be important
during LE development for DML. Note that the accuracy is very
high due to the fact that the transregional model is a “curve
fitting” based model. The max error is 9–14% of the analytic model
versus simulated data for 250 mV supply voltage and for supply
voltages higher than 250 mV the error drops very rapidly and
becomes negligible.

3.2. Low voltage DML sizing methodology

In the dynamic mode, attaining a fast evaluation period is
critical and therefore the analysis will be performed on the DML
topology, where the pre-charge transistor is always preferred to be
placed in parallel to the stacked transistors (preferably: NOR in
“Type_ A” and NAND in “Type_ B”). In addition, a footer is rarely
employed in DML gates, and an analysis will be performed to size
the footer and evaluation transistors (i.e. a stack of two transistors
in an optimal parallel evaluation net). It is important to under-
stand that the vast majority of gates would be unfooted, as was
mentioned. Moreover, in complex logic gates (i.e. AOI\IOA) the
evaluation net might comprise more than one transistor, even
without a footer. The complementary serial transistors, which are
parallel to the pre-charge transistor, will be sized to minimal
width, to decrease gate capacitances and intrinsic delay, and thus
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Fig. 2. ION current versus VDD: theoretical calculation using transregional model versus simulation results. (a) single transistor fitting, (b) two stack transistor fitting, and
(c) three stack transistor fitting.
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allow fast dynamic operation. The pre-charge transistor will also
have a minimal width, to decrease leakage currents. The pre-
charge transistor could be sized even bigger to gain robustness in
pre-charging, if required. The gain in output capacitance was
shown to be negligible.

Based on the transregional current model, we will calculate the
widths of the footer and evaluation transistors (W‘) required to
drive the same on-current as a single transistor (W). The Ion,single of
a single transistor was equated to Ion,2 stack and Ion,3 stack, andWwas
extracted as a function of the fitting parameters, as can be seen in
Eq. (3). The variables marked with a tick (′′′′′) are for the stacked
transistors.

W′
W

¼ I0
I′0

� exp VDT−αV2
DT

nvT
−
V ′
DT−α′V

′2
DT

n′vT

 !
ð3Þ

Fig. 3 shows the ratio between the calculated widths of
transistors in a stack and the width of a single transistor. It should
be noted that the widths of the transistors in a stack are not
constant, but a function of VDD. Thus, the optimal width varies



Table 1
Optimal transistor width for CMOS, dynamic logic and DML in all topologies.

Footed DML Type_ A Footed DML
Type_ B

Unfooted
DML Type_ A

Unfooted
DML Type_ B

Dynamic CMOS

NOR 3

NAND 3

Table 2
Transistor width and LE parameter calculations.

Gate Technology PMOS width NMOS width Clock transistor width p g d¼ghb+p for: h ¼3, b¼1

NOR 3 CMOS 8.4 1 – 11.4/3 9.4/3 13.2
Domino\Dynamic 1 3.3 1 10.9/3 3.3/3 7.2
DML_A_unfooted 1 1 1 5/3 2/3 3.667
DML_B_unfooted 8.4 1 1 12.4/3 9.4/3 13.533
DML_A_footed 1 3.3 1 11.9/3 4.3/3 8.267
DML_B_footed 15 1 1 19/3 16/3 22.33

NAND 3 CMOS 1.5 5.6 10.1/3 7.1/3 10.467
Domino\Dynamic 1 10 1 11/3 10/3 13.667
DML_A_unfooted 1 5.6 1 9.6/3 6.6/3 9.8
DML_B_unfooted 1.5 1 1 6.5/3 2.5/3 4.667
DML_A_footed 1 10 1 14/3 11/3 15.667
DML_B_footed 5 1 1 17/3 6/3 11.667

Note: LE for all dynamic logics takes into consideration only the evaluate transition (i.e. these values are a measure for comparison only in the dynamic mode).
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with the supply voltage and is different from region to region. This
optimization is worthwhile for the ST and NT region circuits, since
traditional sizing (ratio of two and three, for the two and three
transistors stacks, respectively) is not precise at low voltages. For
example, at 300 mV supply voltage, the sizing factor required to
achieve the same current through 2-stack transistors as in the case
of a single minimal transistor is 3.3 (for 3-stack-5.6, and for
4-stack-10). Nevertheless, for the strong inversion regime the
calculated width converges to the nominal values (not shown
in Fig. 3).

Using the presented analysis, we have calculated the optimal
transistors sizing of basic DML gates. Table 1 presents an example
for optimized transistor sizing, normalized to the minimal tran-
sistor width for NAND and NOR gates with Fan-In¼3 for VDD¼
0.3 V for DML, CMOS and Domino designs for both footed and
unfooted topology. The same stacked-transistor analysis was also
used to calculate the widths of CMOS/Dynamic transistors. The
sizing factor β, which is defined as the optimal ratio for transistors
in the pull up to the pull down network, was simulated and found
to be ∼1.5 for the 40 nm process, which is the factor for all
calculations henceforth.

3.3. Logical effort parameters

Using the transistor widths from Section 3.2, we have calcu-
lated the LE parameters, as shown in Table 2. Note that the derived
values are smaller than their CMOS/Domino counterparts for the
unfooted Type A NOR3 and Type B NAND3 gates. These delays
relate to the DML operation in the dynamic mode. For the static
mode, it is clear that DML gates would be a bit slower than CMOS
due to the unsymmetrical sizing, yet not drastically due to very
small input and output capacitances. A DML designer is urged to
construct logic in such a manner that gates would preferably be
constructed with a high-stack pull up network in Type A and high-
stack pull down network in Type B. The design should only rarely
incorporate other combinations like unfooted Type A NAND or
Type B NOR. Such a design approach would gain very fast circuits.
As was mentioned before, footed gates would be very rarely used
and are presented for the matter of completeness. Fig. 5 shows the
achievable frequency of 40 nm NAND-NOR DML chain (a chain of
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20 gates, 10 NAND gates in Type B; 10 NOR gates in Type A), CMOS
and Domino chains with FO3 of the same length. It should be
noted that a very noticeable gain is achieved when testing more
complicated designs, as will be shown in Section 4.

A NOR DML gate operating in static mode is on average 33%
slower than a CMOS gate. Switching a DML gate from static mode
to dynamic mode offers an average speed improvement of 2� in
the footed topology (for example, at VDD¼0.3 V, dynamic DML
achieves 66 MHz, whereas CMOS achieves only 50 MHz and static
DML 35 MHz). In the unfooted topology an improvement of up to
14� was measured [20]. As expected, Domino logic can operate at
the highest frequency, but it suffers from susceptibility to process
variations. On average, dynamic DML operation consumes 100%
more energy than static DML, as will be discussed in Section 4.

In this section we have derived the logical effort parameters
under the modeling of the current through a single transistor.
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An example of a normalized delay by LE analysis based CMOS,
Domino and unfooted DML_ A NOR gates with Fan-In¼3 is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The CMOS NOR gate has the biggest LE value,
and therefore it exhibits the highest delay for any given h, while
the DML unfooted NOR has the smallest LE and parasitic delay, and
therefore the smallest normalized delay for a given h. This is as
expected.
4. Simulations and performance

Low voltage 40 nm DML FA was designed to prove the func-
tionality and robustness of the proposed low voltage DML meth-
odology. The adder was compared to CMOS and Dynamic FAs [18].
The design of the DML FA was based on the optimization devel-
oped in Section 3. Sizing of the stacked transistors in all designs
was based on the analysis introduced in the previous section. Fig. 6
shows the implementation of the FA in the different logic families.
The Conventional CMOS design has 24 transistors, whereas the
Dynamic design has 20, and DML has 30 transistors. It should be
noted that the increased transistor count in the DML FA does not
occupy more area, since it employs more than 50% of minimum
sized transistors. All the adders were designed and characteri-
zed in a standard low power 40 nm process using the Cadence
Virtuoso based Specter simulator. Power supplies between 150 mV
and 600 mV were tested for energy estimation. Monte Carlo
statistical simulations were performed at 300 mV to compare the
sensitivity of the simulated adders to process variations and
mismatch.

4.1. Energy and delay analysis

Each FA was tested for delay. DML gates were tested both in
static and dynamic modes of operation. Each FA implementation
was analyzed in order to find its critical path. The simulation setup
with the Device Under Test (DUT) is shown in Fig. 7. The
configuration of the connection between the FAs in the chain
was selected to highly strain the chain. We performed a 5 k point
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Fig. 8. Monte Carlo full adder delay analysis, VDD¼300 mV. μCMOS¼155 n sCMOS¼84 n. μDynamic¼150 n, sDynamic¼141 n. μDML_Static¼190 n sDML_Static¼80 n. μDML_Dynamic¼96 n
sDML_Dynamic¼48 n.
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Monte Carlo transient simulation to measure delay, which is
shown in Fig. 8. As expected, low voltage dynamic FA failed in
most of the tests. When it did succeed, it performed poorly (with a
higher mean delay than CMOS). Moreover, it displayed the highest
overall variance. On the other hand, Dynamic DML featured the
lowest overall delay, while CMOS and Static mode DML provided
very similar, slower delays.

To analyze performance and energy consumption we con-
structed a 20-bit ripple adder using the FAs illustrated in Fig. 6.
The Delay and Energy (E–D) analysis of a single block of the ripple
adder chain is shown in Fig. 9. It should be noted that static DML
consumes less energy than CMOS with degraded performance,
while dynamic DML consumes less energy than dynamic logic and
achieves boosted performance as compared to its CMOS counter-
part. Also, in all cases the minimum energy points (MEP) are
located in the ST region [6,7]. An interesting observation is that,
operation at the MEP of static DML (250 mV) offers an iso-
frequency of 1.62 MHz with less than 0.72 fJ of energy consump-
tion, while switching to dynamic mode provides about 2.3�
frequency boost to 3.69 MHz with less than a 40% increase in
energy consumption. Note, plotting the analytical delay graphs
versus the measurements delay graphs shows no practically
visible error for voltages higher than 300 mV and an average least
square fit error of less than1–2% (for all 1–3 stacks). This makes the
model very accurate and attractive.

The chosen activity factor for the E–D graph shown in Fig. 9 is 1.
Activity factor typically reveals tradeoffs regarding switching and
leakage energy to analyze them separately. The reason that this
activity factor was chosen is due to worst case considerations for
DML gates (in terms of the objective: Energy). At all times and in
all operation modes DML logic has at least one minimal sized
transistor network. It is well known that the Energy dissipation in
these voltage regions is dominated by the sub-threshold and gate
leakage currents and that they are linear dependent on the
transistors width which makes the DML leakage substantially
lower. Therefore, activity factor of 1 is quite harsh and presents
the pessimistic factor.



Fig. 10. Monte Carlo SNM analysis, VDD¼300 mV. μDML_Static¼91 m, sDML_Static¼8 m.
μCMOS¼86 u, sCMOS¼6 m.
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4.2. Static noise margin analysis

In order to investigate the performance and robustness of the
FAs, static noise margin (SNM) analysis was performed. This test
quantitatively estimates the robustness of the design, and its
susceptibility to process variations. SNM was measured in a very
similar way to that introduced by Kwong et al. [16]. The method
consists of butterfly plot analysis, and verifies proper VOL and VOH

values. The inputs of two FAs are cross-coupled, so they will act as
inverters, and feed each other. Then the input voltage is swept, and
the two output curves of the FAs are superimposed to create a
butterfly curve. SNM is measured as the inscribed biggest square
in the smaller lobe of the butterfly plot. Fig. 10 shows the Monte
Carlo SNM results. The SNM received from static DML is slightly
higher than CMOS (86 u in CMOS, versus 91 u in DML), and overall,
DML in static mode seems to be as robust as CMOS. As mentioned
in Section 4.1 the Dynamic version of the FA failed to operate at
300 mV.
5. Conclusions and discussion

This paper introduced a novel logic family called DML that can
be switched between static and dynamic operation via a simple
control signal. The basic DML gate structure and operation were
reviewed, and then an optimization method for DML gates was
introduced and employed. This optimization consisted of stack
sizing analysis for the ST and NT regions. We implemented a DML
FA and compared it to its CMOS and Domino counterparts. Finally
we used the FAs to construct a 20-bit ripple adder. Monte Carlo
simulations were performed, and we showed that in dynamic
mode, the DML FA is more robust and consumes less power than
Domino logic, and is faster than the CMOS gate with a higher
power figure. In conclusion, dynamic operation of the DML FA
provides 200% more speed than CMOS, while static operation
provides very similar speed and power performance to its CMOS
counterpart. Future work includes implementation of a more
complex Low Voltage DML test bench. For example, we plan to
design a high performance Low Voltage DML CLA adder which is
based on the concept presented in [19]. According to this concept,
the CLA presents the ability to constantly evaluate the critical
paths and dynamically speed up these routes. This way a more
efficient tradeoff between performance and power dissipation is
achieved.
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